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How do different concepts spread on social media? This question is becoming increasingly 
important as much of our time, discussion, and news consumption move online. This paper 
investigates the use of two models from epidemiology, namely the classical SI-model and the 
sociology-inspired SEIZ-model, to model and understand this phenomenon. I study the spread of 
two concepts during the 2019 Danish national election, klimatosse (climate fool) and Paludan on 
Twitter, both of which played key roles in the election season and had epidemic qualities in their 
usage throughout social media.  I find that although both models can provide decent fits of the data, 
the SEIZ-model outperforms the SI-model by a wide margin. Furthermore, the parameters can be 
interpreted to provide a deeper understanding of the two phenomena and how they spread.  
Keywords: contagion, SEIZ, Twitter, epidemiology 
1. Introduction 
Social media plays an increasingly vital role in our society. From its humble origins as a place to 
connect with friends, it has become a catalyst of revolution, playing a critical role in the Arab 
Spring (Howard et al., 2011). However, it also has a more sinister side, e.g. when bots spread 
mountains of misinformation during the Brexit campaign and during the 2016 US presidential 
election (Gorodnichenko et al., 2018; Howard & Kollanyi, 2016). Combined with hyper-targeted 
advertisement, the campaigns were able to shape public opinion in a way never seen before. This 
had led researchers to expand the classical two-step flow model of media (Katz, 1957) to a three-
step flow model, where social media is seen as a middle step between mass media and interpersonal 
communication (Jensen, 2009; Zeller & Hermida, 2015). Understanding how opinions are formed 
and how different concepts originate and spread on social media is crucial for the future of our 
democracy. This paper aims to investigate a central piece of the puzzle: The spread of concepts on 
twitter.  
Using the term ‘concept’ I refer to a word or a small set of words that describe the same 
phenomena. Concepts could be feelings such as “happiness” which can be described by a set of 
words such as happiness, joy and well-being. The notion of concept is thus able to encapsulate more 
than single words without being on the level of discourses (Parker, 1990). 
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Empirical evidence is central to solve the puzzle of how concepts spread. The discourses 
surrounding The Danish Election Cycle of 2019 created multiple interesting concepts. This paper 
will investigate two of these. 
The first is the concept “klimatosse” (climate fool). When the Danish People’s Party suffered a 
resounding defeat in the election for the European Parliament, politician Pia Kjærsgaard partly 
blamed the results on “klimatosser” (-r indicates plural). The term became widely popular mainly 
with proponents of the green revolution and was recently named Word of the Year by the Danish 
Language Council (Vestergaard, 2019). 
The second concept is part of the discourse surrounding Rasmus Paludan. Paludan is a far-right 
politician, whose party Stram Kurs ran for the national election. He got much media coverage by 
doing protests and publicly burning the Quran, which led to intense discussions on social media. 
For this analysis I have chosen to treat Paludan/Stram Kurs as a single concept, namely as the 
symbol for a previously taboo; a right-extremist, anti-politically correct movement. In much of the 
public discourse Paludan/Stram Kurs as a symbol was more predominant than the ordinary 
discussions revolving politicians and political parties. 
This paper investigates and models the spread of these two concepts. To do so, necessitates an 
overview of the toolbox of previous research on the spread of concepts. The following sections 
provides such an overview. 
1.1 Psycholinguistic theories of word spread  
Language shapes our thoughts (Sapir, 1929; Whorf, 1940). From low-level perception of color 
(Winawer et al., 2007), space (Majid et al., 2004) and time (Casasanto et al., 2004; Casasanto & 
Boroditsky, 2008) to abstract constructs such as sexism (Dayhoff, 1983) the influence of words is 
pervasive. Understanding how we use language is therefore paramount to understand everything 
from individual thought processes to the structure of society.  
Language, however, does not develop in a vacuum. It is created and evolved through everyday 
conversations, interactions and media consumptions. Historically, the study of word adoption has 
focused more on the individual rather than entire networks. Much of the existing research on this 
has focused on the role language play in children’s development (Pinker, 1994; Trecca et al., 2018) 
and acquisition of cognitive skills more generally (Tomasello, 1995, 2001). The application of 
research on individual word adoption is therefore not useful to investigation of the spread of 
concepts on social media. 
Another approach to study words is the notion of interactive alignment (Fusaroli & Tylén, 2016; 
Garrod & Pickering, 2009). Interactive alignment is the process in which interlocutors align on 
different levels such as phonetic, lexical or semantic. According to (Clark, 1996) this eases the 
individual cognitive load and explains why conversations are easier than monologues although it 
intuitively requires more processing. Although a lot of research on this topic has been on face-to-
face conversations, there is also evidence that the same effects apply in chat conversations (Michel 
& Smith, 2017). However, the focus of these studies has still been limited to dyadic interactions. It 
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is therefore an open question how alignment influences multiple interacting interlocutors, as one 
would see in a social media setting.  
1.2 Social media as a data source 
One of the reasons dyadic and individual language has been the focus of the field is the availability 
of data. Individuals participate in a myriad of different communicative situations with many 
different groups throughout their day. Getting reliable data from a network this complex has 
historically been an insurmountable task. However, with social media this has changed. Most social 
media platforms keep an accurate record of all interactions (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011), which offers 
researchers golden opportunities to test their hypotheses on hitherto unimaginable scales (Schwartz 
et al., 2013). Nevertheless, with the lack of theoretical frameworks to guide researchers in classical 
social communication literature, we must turn towards other fields for inspiration. 
1.3 Influence from epidemiology 
Given the social nature of language, researchers have likened the spread of ideas to the spread of 
diseases (Bettencourt et al., 2006). This in turn makes it possible to expand the analyzes of language 
use with tools from the vast toolbox of already existing epidemiological models. The main idea 
behind these models is to model the spread of a disease as people transition between different 
compartments. In the simplest model, the SI-model, people can be either Susceptible (S), or 
Infected (I) (Kermack & McKendrick, 1991). The dynamics between these compartments can be 
described by a system of differential equations (ODEs). In relation to the study of spread of 
phenomena in the social context, this would imply that as soon as susceptible individuals interact 
with infected individuals, they are immediately infected and start spreading the phenomena.  
In comparison to the complex nature of language usage, the SI-model is far too simple. People do 
not necessarily immediately adopt an idea; depending on the complexity and social inertia of the 
idea it might take repeated exposure and social approval to finally adopt the phenomenon (Centola 
& Macy, 2007). Therefore, researchers have expanded the framework with the so-called SEIZ-
model (Bettencourt et al., 2006) which allows for an exposure delay and for people to get exposed 
to a phenomenon without becoming affected. I elaborate on the SEIZ-models and its application to 
Twitter data in the methods section. 
1.4 Influence from sociology  
Early work on the spread and adoption of ideas and behaviors was centered around how these 
become widely  accepted (e.g., Gramsci & Hoare, 1971). Much of later theory is focused on the 
barriers and “stickiness” of the adoption. (Centola & Macy, 2007; Romero et al., 2011). Broadly 
speaking, the theory divides the behavior into two categories of contagion: Simple and complex. A 
simple contagion is a behavior or idea that only requires a single exposure to be adopted. This is 
much like the dynamics of the common cold, which is well captured by naïve epidemiological 
models such as the flu. Classical network research has mainly focused on which settings facilitate 
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the spread of simple contagions (Granovetter, 1977). The main findings have been that so-called 
“small world”-networks, consisting of many weak ties, diffuse simple contagions effectively. 
However, many behaviors and ideas require more than just simple exposure to be adopted, namely 
complex contagion. A complex contagion is a behavior that requires multiple exposures and social 
reinforcement to be adopted. This calls for an entirely different network topology where people 
have more redundant ties to facilitate social reinforcement. Robust evidence show that although 
complex contagions take more time to spread because of the redundant ties, their adoption is 
stickier and lasts for longer (Centola & Macy, 2007).  
Romero, Meeder, & Kleinberg (2011) have worked on diffusion of ideas, focusing on the 
proliferation of political hashtags on Twitter. They found that controversial political hashtags were 
more persistent, meaning that repeated exposures seemed to continue to have additional impact. 
Other work has focused more on how the different network structures impact the diffusion of ideas 
(Centola, 2010, 2011; Centola & Macy, 2007).  
Another significant work combining the approaches from epidemiology, sociology and big data is 
Jin, Dougherty, Saraf, Cao, & Ramakrishnan (2013). They investigate how the spread of news 
stories differ from the spread of rumors using the SEIZ-model. Their research outlines a method for 
numerically estimating the parameters of the SEIZ-model, which I will adopt in this paper. 
Although the research shows potential to tackle questions of diffusion, it is nevertheless relevant to 
investigate the spread of concepts. The concepts I investigate differ from hashtags in the fact that 
hashtags only live on social media, whereas words and concepts are used in all sorts of mediums. 
How social media influences the proliferation of concepts is therefore still an open question. Twitter 
is especially interesting in the Danish context, as it is used predominately by public stakeholders in 
Denmark (Derczynski et al., 2019; Olof Larsson & Moe, 2013) compared to e.g. snapchat or 
Instagram which are used more widely and recreatively (Chung et al., 2017; Larsen & Kofoed, 
2016).  
Based on this theoretical research, the present paper aims to investigate how well epidemiological 
models can be used to study the spread of new concepts on Twitter. Two questions are of particular 
interest: (1) whether the spread of concepts on Twitter can be accurately modeled using 
epidemiological models; (2) whether the SEIZ-model, which is tailored for social-epidemics, will 
outperform the more naïve SI-model. 
2. Models and Methods 
2.1 Explanation of SI- and SEIZ-model 
In the following, I describe how I make the SI-model and the SEIZ-model comparable and applicable to the 
Twitter context. 
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SI-model: As previously mentioned, the SI-model has two compartments; Susceptible (S) and 
Infected (I). In my Twitter-model I will define them following  Jin, Dougherty, Saraf, Cao, & 
Ramakrishnan  (2013) but with the following modifications:  
- Susceptibles will be users who have not yet tweeted about the topic 
- Infected will be users who have tweeted about the topic 
- Upon contact with an infected individual, the susceptible user will become immediately 
infected thus tweeting at once 
- Once a user becomes infected, she will stay that way. 
 
SEIZ-model: The SEIZ-model, introduced by (Bettencourt et al., 2006), is an improvement on the 
SI-model with regards to modelling social behavior. The main improvement comes from 
introducing two additional compartments: Exposed (E) and Skeptics (Z). In my implementation, 
Exposed will be users who have seen a tweet but wait a certain amount of time (called the exposure 
delay) before they tweet about it. The Skeptics will be users who have seen a tweet about the topic 
but choose not to tweet about it. Thus, the SEIZ-model allows for external factors to affect the 
user’s decision during the exposure delay as well as social inertia with the Skeptic compartment.  
The model shows that there are multiple ways a user can become infected. In the simplest case, she 
can become an Infected by initial contact with an Adopter (i.e. user in the Infected compartment).  
This is the type of behavior captured by the SI-model. Otherwise, there are two ways users can 
become infected after being exposed: They can either become an Infected by repeat exposure or 
they can spontaneously become Infected after an incubation period. The incubation period helps 
model the influence of exogenous factors; a shorter incubation period therefore signifies a higher 
influence of non-Twitter related sources.  
It is also important to note that once a user becomes a Skeptic, they will never tweet about the 
subject.  
2.2 Fitting the models 
To fit the model, it is necessary to find the best numerical approximation for the parameters of the 
differential. For this task, I use the programming language, R (R Core Team, 2019), and the FME-
package (Soetaert & Petzoldt, 2010). However, because of limitations in the data I must make the 
following assumptions:  
- As I do not know the total population (N), the model will fit it as a constant parameter. 
Theoretically, N is the total number of users that could be exposed to the concepts. This is 
difficult to assess because of the unknown topology of the Danish twitter-network and the 
proliferation of bots.  
- Because both the klimatosse-concept and Paludan-concept originated outside of Twitter, the 
initial parameters are unknown. The model will therefore fit them as constant parameters as 
well.  
 
With these additional modifications to the model proposed by Jin, Dougherty, Saraf, Cao, & 
Ramakrishnan  (2013) I will fit the SI-model and SEIZ-model to my datasets, and  compare them to 
the ground-truth using the L2-error to compare the models. 




It is essential for my data to encompass the following attributes; First, data needs to capture a new 
concept which has had a rapid adoption process. Both concepts investigated in this paper were born 
during the election cycle and were widely discussed, which should make them fit the criterion. To 
verify, I checked how the concepts evolved on Google Trends1. This is, however, just a rough 
estimate as the patterns of Google searches does not necessarily follow the patterns of tweets. 
Second, the users should ideally belong to a well-defined network, as to mitigate the effects of 
foreign news coverage of the phenomenon. This paper focuses solely on Danish-speaking users on 
Twitter as this creates a relatively limited group. A Danish-speaking user on Twitter is a user who 
has tweeted at least once about the subject in Danish. I use the language detection package cldr 
(The Chromium Authors et al., 2013) to do the filtering.  
Lastly, the data should be as complete as possible. To accomplish this, I use Twitters Premium 
Search API, which has the advantage of gathering all tweets for a given period in contrast to the 
Standard Search API. Furthermore, the Premium Search API gives access to historical records 
instead of the two-week limit imposed by the Standard Search API. 
I investigate the spread of concepts using two different datasets: 
 
- Klimatosse: The dataset consists of 4557 tweets from 2533 unique users mentioning 
variations of the word klimatosse (Climate Fool) from the two weeks after 2019/05/26 
where Pia Kjærsgaard gave her speech (Christoffersen, 2019).  
- Paludan: The dataset consists of 44965 tweets from 10338 unique users mentioning the set 
of words “Paludan” or “Stram Kurs” between 2019/04/14 and 2019/06/07 (the day after the 
national election). This period was determined using Google Trends data.2  
 
Thus, the model can be tested against both a rapid short-term epidemic (klimatosse) and a longer, 
more expansive epidemic (Paludan).  
2.4 Processing 
To fit the parameters to the data I make a data frame with cumulative count of the number of unique 
users who have tweeted about the topic. This corresponds to the user transferring to the Infected 
compartment the first time they tweet. For the klimatosse-data I summarize on the 15-minute level 
and for the Paludan-data I summarize on the 1-hour level because of computational limitation in the 
FME-package (Soetaert & Petzoldt, 2010).  
 
                                                 
1 https://trends.google.com/ 
2 See appendix 
 




Figure 1: Fit of models to data 
Figure 1 shows the parameters of the SEIZ-models, and the fit of the two models to data. The 
results clearly indicate the SEIZ-models outperform the SI-models, as they consistently have a 
lower error. 
For the Paludan-data, the SEIZ-model has an error of 0.02914 and a mean deviation of 163.5 users 
per hour, which is better than the SI-model with an error of 0.05631 and a mean deviation of 213.8 
users per hour. 
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For the klimatosse-data the SEIZ-model has an error of 0.0124 and a mean-deviation of just 15.2 
users per 15-minute interval which is better than the SI-model, which has an error of 0.08575 and a 
mean deviation of 145.3 users per 15-minute interval.  
3. Discussion 
It is clear from the results that the epidemiological models seem to provide a good fit of the data. 
Furthermore, the SEIZ-models seem to clearly outperform the simpler SI-model indicating that the 
social adjustments to the SEIZ-model paid off.  
The discussion will focus on the SEIZ-model, because it has richer, more meaningful parameters 
and provides a better explanation of the data. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the 
modelled diffusion. 
 
Figure 2: Compartment dynamics 
3.1 Klimatosse 
As previously mentioned, the SEIZ-model fits the klimatosse-data extremely well with an almost 
nonexistent error. This means that I can provide an accurate description of the spread – given the 
assumptions and limitations. There are many interesting insights to be gathered from the model. 
First, the initial burst during the first 24 hours seem to be driven mainly by people transferring from 
the Exposed compartment, as seen by the rapid decline in the green line of the left-hand plot in 
figure 2. There are two reasons for this transfer. The first reason is the relatively high number of 
people in the compartment initially (n=1562). In the real world, this can be interpreted as the 
number of people seeing the original news story from other sources such as the news, Facebook or 
from friends. The model, therefore, correctly picked up that the klimatosse-epidemic originated 
outside of Twitter. The second reason is the direct conversion from Susceptible to Infected. This 
indicates that we are dealing with a relatively simple contagion; as soon as a Susceptible sees a 
tweet reinforcing the news story, she tweets about it herself, without first spending time in the 
Exposed compartment. From a sociological perspective this could indicate that the use of klimatosse 
fits the hegemonic discourse (Gramsci & Hoare, 1971).  
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In the tweets, klimatosse is used either to mock Pia Kjærsgaard or to ironically proclaim how 
fanatic they, the pro-climate users, are about the climate. A minority uses it to show disdain for 
climate-change activists. Overall, the discourse is positive toward the green movement. This seems 
to follow surveys of the Danish population attitude toward climate change such as the one by Ipsos 
(2019), where 60% of respondents overall, and 72% of respondents between the ages of 18-24, 
believed that Denmark should lead the fight against climate change. It is therefore safe to say that 
the social inertia against participating in the klimatosse-epidemic is minimal. 
Another closely related finding is the insignificant presence of Skeptics. The flat magenta line in the 
leftmost plot of figure 2 indicates there is almost no increase in Skeptics during the epidemic. This 
ties well into the simple dynamics of the klimatosse-epidemic; Because of the almost non-existing 
cost and potential in-group benefit of tweeting, most people felt inclined to tweet about the subject 
after exposure.  
After the initial Exposed-driven uptick, the rest of the infected seem to come directly from the 
Susceptible compartment. The left plot of figure 2 shows, that the decrease in Susceptible (purple) 
corresponds to the increase in Infected (orange) and no other compartments are changing. 
Coupled with the high amount of remaining Susceptibles at the end of the time-series, the model 
predicts this will continue for a while. However, when compared with the google trends data this 
data extraction period is based on, this does not seem to be the case. Rather there seem to be a drop-
off already after one week – well within the data range. There are two reasons for this apparent 
disagreement between the data sources.  
The first, and perhaps most obvious one, is the fact we are dealing with two separate mediums. One 
might not suspect users’ tweeting patterns to be identical with their searching patterns. It is entirely 
possible that the klimatosse-phenomenon continued to live a life of its own as a twitter-native 
phenomenon. This would be supported in the model by the high degree of direct transmission 
between the Susceptible and Infected compartments. Had the Exposed compartment played a 
longer-lasting role as a middle step between Susceptible and Infected, the data could have been 
interpreted as the klimatosse-phenomenon being more endogenously borne.  
The second reason highlights the descriptive limitation of epidemiological models: In being 
descriptive, the SEIZ-model implicitly assumes that the dataset is complete.  If the dataset had 
included an additional week of tweets, plausibly with a continued levelling off, the parameters 
would have look rather different. This can also be related to the observation that the starting amount 
of Susceptibles – which I fitted as a constant parameter – might have been a lot lower without any 
influence on the fit of the Infected compartment. It is therefore not sound to extrapolate the patterns 
of the model.  
3.2 Paludan 
Despite the similarities between the two datasets, both exhibit good fits, with the SEIZ-model 
clearly outperforming the SI-model, there are some additional insights to be gained from the 
Paludan data. First and foremost, Skeptics play a far larger role. This helps dampening the diffusion 
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rate to the Infected compartment after the initial outburst by absorbing more of the Susceptibles, as 
the average sentiment of the Paludan data (-0.42, n=44965) is significantly lower than the 
Klimatosse data (0.29, n=4557). An interpretation of this could be that Paludan is a more divisive 
concept. The sentiment scores were calculated using the Afinn-package (Nielsen, 2011). Using the 
yuen test from the WRS2 package (Mair & Wilcox, 2019) I found a significant trimmed mean 
difference of 0.44 (T=12.23, p = 0).  
The divisiveness of Paludan might translate into social inertia. Whereas there is virtually no 
negative social cost of tweeting about klimatosser, Paludan might be too contentious of a topic. It is 
important to emphasize that being a Skeptic in the SEIZ-model does not imply anything about your 
opinions towards the subject; it simply means that you are aware but have not tweeted. This could 
help capture and quantify the potentially large amount of social media “lurkers” which has 
important implication (Gong et al., 2015).  
3.3 Validity of the model 
Although the results seem to fit the hypotheses, one might argue that the SEIZ-model is simply 
performing better because it has more parameters and therefore is susceptible to overfitting. Though 
a valid concern, this is not too worrying. Epidemiological models are not predictive tools, they are 
descriptive: We are more interested in understanding how the phenomenon happened than 
predicting how it will continue. 
Nevertheless, it is still valid to question whether the model is describing signal or noise. There are a 
few arguments for signal. In the klimatosse-data where the model fits almost perfectly, the data 
seems smooth as well. The reason for the goodness of fit therefore seems to be the ability of SEIZ-
models to capture both the initial outburst and the gradual decline in rate of change, rather than 
overfitting to noise. The SI-model, in contrast, seems to overshoot and level off too early.  
In the Paludan-data both models also seem to provide a relatively smooth fit, although the data is 
quite noisy. The noise probably stems from the fact that the Paludan-phenomenon is a series of 
smaller epidemics. The reason for this is that Paludan was very reliant on channels outside of 
Twitter such as the general news-cycle, YouTube and word-of-mouth. Coupled with the sheer 
timespan of the data this allows for multiple sub-epidemics. The SEIZ-model can capture some of 
the exogeneous factors using the dynamics of the Z- and E-compartments, which might be the 
reasons for its relative success. However, it cannot model the sporadic outburst evoked by the 
complex interactions with the news cycle. One could imagine utilizing topic-modelling to 
categorize the data into smaller sub-epidemics which might provide an even more realistic fit. That 
is, however, outside the scope of this paper. 
3.4 Further studies 
There is still a lot to explore on the spread of concepts on social media. One highly current concept 
to explore is “samfundssind”, introduced by Danish Prime Minister, Mette Frederiksen, in her 
televised address to the nation on March 11, 2020 following the coronavirus outbreak. Although 
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known since 1992 (according to ordnet.dk) the word exemplifying the concept of an attitude that 
demonstrates that society takes precedence over narrow self-interest, has since been adopted by 
various commentators from both classical media and social media. In addition to be being a highly 
current issue with broad socio-cultural implications, it would be interesting to see how a 
deliberately introduced concept spreads in comparison to the more organic concepts studied in this 
paper.   
More generally, one could study how concepts spread on other social media platforms such as 
Facebook or Instagram to verify the generalizability of the findings from Twitter. Although this 
possibility is limited by restrictions in the APIs of these platforms. It would also be interesting to 
expand the model by studying entire discourses and narratives surrounding e.g. immigration, 
instead of focusing on just a concept. 
Another interesting direction could be to simulate the spread of concepts using agent-based models 
such as EpiSimdemics described in Barrett, Bisset, Eubank, Xizhou Feng, & Marathe (2008). In 
that way you could investigate not only how the overall diffusion patterns develop but also which 
type of individuals play a key role in spreading the new concepts. 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, I have investigated how epidemiological models can be used to understand the spread 
of concepts on Twitter. Using methods and assumptions borrowed from epidemiological sociology, 
I created a model accurately describing the spread of the concepts klimatosse and Paludan. The 
results showed that the epidemiological models accurately described the spread as seen in the data. 
Furthermore, I have argued, that the SEIZ-model clearly outperforms the SI-model, thus confirming 
both my hypotheses. I also found that the SEIZ-model specifically designed for the spread of social 
phenomena gives a more accurate and nuanced description of the phenomena. 
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